
Kiosk Info Pack



Quality that’s  
Built to last
As standard, all of our Big Kahuna Kiosks features include:

Heavy Duty, strong base frame
Waterproof, non-slip, washable board flooring
Solid thick wall frames
High quality grade 5 wood cladding
Door which can be located anywhere you choose
Front hatch with upwards or outwards opening
Thick grade black felt
Heavy duty hinges, clasps, locks and combination door lock 



Kiosk Size Options
The first stage of selecting your Big Kahuna Kiosk is deciding which size you need and fits the space you have. 
We advertise our sizes on the base measurements so this doesn’t take into account the roof, doors or hatch. 
We have 6 sizes that we have found to be the most popular and generally fit the requirements for most 
although as we are the manufacturer we can build completely bespoke sizes and styles.

2mx2m 3mx2m 4mx2m 6mx2m



roof Options

PentChalet

Stage 2 is selecting the roof style which is based generally on looks or more practically 
where you need the rain to run away. The pent style does give a more corporate feel to a unit.



Colour Options
Natural  
Wood

Brown wood  
treatment

Painted wood Options

Your 
RAL Code



Fitted Tables

Stainelss SteelWooden

There are two types of counters you can select - wood which is cost effective and gives a more 
rustic look or Stainless steel giving complete wipeable, hygienic and longer lasting surfaces. 
Both types are sturdy and can hold most heavy duty catering equipment. These can also be made 
to measure and also incorporate our sink options.



Interior Cladding

Hygienic Whitewall Cladding

We are living in a period of time when health and safety should be one of the main concerns for every business. 
However, it can be a mountainous task trying to stay fully compliant with various regulations and requirements. 
This is why hygienic wall cladding and its many benefits is a perfect solution to keeping your kiosk food safe.



Windows & Door Upgrades

Metal Security Windows & Doors

As standard the kiosks and chalets come with a wooden door and wooden hatch (two option 
of openings) with latches and locks included. for added extra security and also increasing 
the quality of the units we have a metal security door and hatch option. This is complete with 
Pantone/RAL colour match. Gas struts are provided with the upward opening hatches making it 
easier for you and your staff.



Signage

Lightbox Signs Backlit Perspex

Whatever you need for signs and branding we can accommodate . Our inhouse and our trusted 
partnerships make sure we provide a complete solution and service. Design, materials & style.



Castor wheels

Wheels
Sturdy , strong and take 500kg weight each adding up to 2000kg . An added extra to any size unit 
up to our 4m x 2m. They help with delivery to some locations , positioning and of course if it 
needs to be moved regularly. Basically solving logistical problems.



Electricity

Distribution board Sockets

From a basic Distribution board to a complete hard wired electrical fit-out we can  
supply an electrical system for all equipment , extraction units lights and signage.



Delivery & Installations
To deliver your chalet or kiosk there are a few options. You can collect or arrange your own 
transport by having the unit flat-pack or fully built. For us to deliver the options depend on a few 
factors: The specification of the unit, the location and access at the site or venue will determine if 
its delivered by flat-bed fully built or if we need to deliver and install on site. We will assess this 
at the time of quotation.  


